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ONLINE LESSONS DURING SCHOOL CLOSURES
TMMS would like to thank all our students, their parents and our staff for
your fantastic work in adjusting to this unprecedented situation, and
enabling all students to continue their progress in music learning despite
the national schools' closures. We hope that music is helping all of you
during these difficult times!

NEW ONLINE
VIRTUAL COURSES
At TMMS we believe special times need
special measures. This is why we are now
proud to offer free & discounted exciting live
online courses from the comfort of your own
home! Let’s keep the music on!
45
minutes

10
lessons

FREE
Music Laboratory (age 2-6)
Solfege (7-10)
Creative Songwriting (11+,adults)
Parents sessions

Zoom
Education

Recording
Available

£0

Course Contents

ONLINE
MUSIC
LABORATORY
Mondays & Thursdays - 10am
20 April - 21 May | Ages 2-6

The lessons are split into three parts:

Musical topics and concepts
Reading/Writing – basic music notation
Beat/Rhythm
Dynamics
Tempo
Texture
Timbre
Pitch differentiation
Structure
Articulation
Affects/moods
Instrument families
All of the above in a playful and creative
way, through games, activities and
exercises!

Free Music
Songs chosen from the ‘Song Bag’
Songs chosen from the books we use
during the LG classes
Well known children songs – all time
favourite songs
Rhymes – known and lesser known
All of the above give opportunities to play
all instruments children have at home!

Bonus – make it play!

A course tailored specifically for early years children – under 6 years
olds. This course is a great supplement to the Little Genius classes (which
are offered by TMMS separately), providing opportunities to expand on
the topics we learn during the classes and allowing more room for free
singing, music making! Lots of fun guaranteed while learning from the
comfort of your own home, delivered through Zoom platform.
The sessions will have an atmosphere of a group class, in which we all can
share ideas, explore, learn together and from each other. Alongside the
deepening of the musical knowledge, all children can experience the joys
of playing their favourite instruments, sing/say new and known
songs/rhymes. The bonus section of making instruments out of almost
anything we can think of will enhance imagination and creativity.

tmms.co.uk/online-courses

Experimenting with making homemade
instruments, noise makers, shakers from
things found at home – anything we might
come up with in order to make sounds to
accompany our songs and rhymes!

Course Leader:

Matyas Csiba

Course Contents

ONLINE
SOLFÈGE
COURSE

Mondays & Wednesdays- 2PM
20 April - 20 May | Ages 7-10

The 10 lessons will cover the following
elements:
Counting and sense of rhythm
Time Signatures and Note Values
Reading the notes
Treble clef and Bass clef
Listening and singing different pitches
Intervals and Intonation
Singing in basic Key Signatures and
Scales
Major and minor modes

Lesson material and exercises for the
course will be provided in PDF format.
Students will benefit from increased
confidence in music making by
overcoming all common issues experience
by the beginners!

Solfège is the essential training for the eyes and ears of the aspiring
musician. It helps not only to improve the music reading skills but also to
improve listening abilities by efficiently recognizing different sound
pitches, improving the sense of rhythm etc. The Online Solfège Course
is tailored to a 7-10 age group with material based on exam
requirements according to ABRSM/Trinity Syllabi.
The lessons activities will consist of:
Listening and singing/spelling
Listening and writing.
All this from the comfort of your own home delivered by Zoom platform

tmms.co.uk/online-courses

Course Leader:

Lentia Ntiso

ONLINE
CREATIVE
SONGWRITING
COURSE
Thursdays & Saturdays- 5PM
24 April - 23 May | Ages 11+

Course Contents

The 10 lessons will cover five basic concepts
of songwriting:
Structure
Groove
Chord Progressions
Melody
Lyrics
As well as students obtaining a greater
comprehension of these concepts by the
end of the 5 week course, they will also
have the opportunity to write a piece of
music that shall be analysed by the teacher.
Feedback will be given back to each
student who submits a piece. The
composition can be sent in as a recording
(ideally recorded on a programme such as
Cubase/Logic/Pro Tools, although a
simple phone recording will suffice if
necessary) or as a written score

A fantastic start into songwriting and composing with the
content tailored to an 11+ age group. Lots of fun guaranteed while
learning from the comfort of your own home.
The Online Creative Songwriting course consists of ten 45 minute
lessons. The lessons are split into two parts:
a lecture/demonstration from the teacher for the first 25 minutes
20 minutes of Questions and Answers about the topics covered in
the lesson
All this from the comfort of your own home delivered by Zoom platform

tmms.co.uk/online-courses

Course Leader:

David Jurgens

ONLINE
PARENTS
SESSIONS
Tuesdays- 7.30 PM
21 April - 19 May | Parents

Course Contents

The 5 sessions will cover the following
elements:
1. Interactive, research-based presentation
of the chosen topic:
Introduction – role of the family in music
education
Understanding music – basics of music
notation
Learning process – practicing and
motivation
Performance
Specifics of various instruments
Topic selected by parents
2. Q&A and discussion with the parents
The sessions will have an atmosphere of a
group class, in which all can share ideas,
explore, learn together and from each other,
after the initial research-based presentation
of the chosen topic. Alongside the deepening
of the musical and psychological knowledge,
all parents can observe different strategies
of supporting their children and exchange
their views and ask the burning questions.

Session Leaders:
Parents Sessions – How to support your child’s music education?
Five sessions specifically tailored for the parents of children, who are
learning music. Numerous studies have shown that parental support will
usually result in student’s enhanced learning in music education – we
show the parents, how to do it! This course is a great supplement to the
comprehensive music education of the child, providing opportunities to
expand various music education topics from parents’ perspective, and to
ask all the questions that parents always had but did not have the space
to raise.
All this from the comfort of your own home delivered by Zoom platform

tmms.co.uk/online-courses

Ewa TytmanCsiba

Matyas Csiba

INTERACTIVE
ONLINE TOOLS
FREE FOR ALL OUR YEARLY STUDENTS

£0

Auralia - Ear Training
A well developed ear is essential for musicians of all levels. In developing
the skills to imitate, compare, sing, identify and transcribe various musical
elements, our overall musical skills are enhanced.

Musition - Music Theory
Even if you ‘play by ear’, music theory will help you
understand what other musicians are playing, increasing your
awareness of their melodic, rhythmic and harmonic language.

Sight-Reading Factory
Makes practicing the important skill of sight reading easy,
effective and fun! This cloud-based service allows you to
customize and generate unlimited examples instantly, ondemand for students and hobbyists of all ages and abilities.

PracticeFirst - Performance Feedback
Allows students to practice anytime, anywhere, on any
device. Provides students with instantaneous & intuitive
feedback, allowing them to gain meaningful insights into the
quality of their practice and accelerate their achievement.

Focus on Sound
Multimedia encyclopedia of instruments, terms, composers,
technology and theory - with listening tests, study pieces
and lessons.

Noteflight
Online music notation editor is easy to use, customizable, and
ready for professional use anywhere you are; on any device.
Learn how to use music notation digitally!

APRIL 2020

tmms.co.uk/interactive-online-tools
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Introducing
Our New
Online Learning Platform
My Music Staff features a fully
functional Parent/Student Portal for music education
My Music Staff is fully integrated with Zoom for
Education, which will be the defualt TMMS lessons
platform from the summer term - all you will need to do
is to click the button to join any of your lessons or
courses!

YOUR LOGIN INSTRUCTION WILL
BE SENT SOON

Top 5 Benefits of
1

Scheduling
calendar of upcoming events, lessons,
public events

2

Attendance

3

Digital Library

4

Repertoire

5

view and check lesson attendance

borrowed and downloaded library items

view and add to the repertoire

Recap Lessons
access to lesson notes and video
recording

Favourite Repertoire

Q&A WITH
MATYAS CSIBA
TMMS TEACHER VIOLIN & LITTLE GENIUS

Introduce Yourself
MC: My name is Matyas Csiba, I am Hungarian (although
raised in Slovakia) and this is my tenth year spent in the
UK. I am a versatile musician – performer, teacher, early
years music specialist, workshop leader and animateur.
I have gone through the path of classical music training,
culminating at the Royal College of Music (BMus Hons)
and the Royal Academy of Music (MA) in viola/baroque
viola
and
outreach/workshop
leading.As
an
instrumental teacher, I teach upper strings – violin and
viola. Early years music education is very close to my
heart, and I am striving to create more and more
opportunities for under 6’s to participate in musical
activities and also prepare them for instrumental
learning – Little Genius Course at TMMS. Kodaly,
Dalcroze and Orff are my primary inspiration in this
field, and I also love discovering new approaches and
tools every day. Workshop leading is also one of my
passions, through which I enjoy enabling a group of
people of any age and any level of musicianship, to
create something together – as well as to get closer to
their inner selves and everybody else around them.
Cultural centres, care homes, hospitals, clubs, schools,
universities, companies, firms, festivals, youth camps – I
enjoy sharing the experience of music anywhere!I
perform, record and tour with leading ensembles,
orchestras and chamber groups across the UK and
Europe. As I specialised in early music / historical
performance as well, the majority of my engagements
are on period instruments, with ‘early music’ players.

MC: My favourite repertoire and era in
music is definitely the baroque. I can’t
express what a joy it is when you are in
the middle of a Bach cantata, and all
those amazing harmonies and affects
are working through your soul. It is like
a ‘sound-bath.
Probably the hugely varied sound
world,
unlimited
characters,
the
attention to affect and emotion, playful
articulation, awesome harmonies, and
the raw – but pure – the vibration of the
gut strings makes me love this period
the most. It is a very vast and varied
period, so I can’t even fit it in one ‘box’.I
also love any kind of folk music (I used
to dance as well) – but the closest to my
heart is the Hungarian folk music. It is
very empowering for me, and it always
grounds me strongly when I listen to it.
My roots definitely lay in there.

What do you Like
about TMMS
MC: TMMS gives me freedom for
creating early years courses and
activities for under 5’s – not many
institutions put such a big importance
to this age group, so I really appreciate
it! It also gives me professional
resources and advice for everything I
need as a teacher, in order to do my
work as effectively as I can – to inspire
all students who walk into the
classroom.It is a creative space where
music can strive and students can find
their way to express themselves –
which
is
great
and
hugely
important!Last, but not least – the
support of colleagues is very important
for me. Sharing ideas, insights and
inspiring each other is very stimulating.

Continue reading at next page >

Q&A WITH
MATYAS CSIBA
> Continued from previous page

What do you like
about the UK?
MC: I will probably talk mainly about
London and its’ surroundings, as this is the
area I spend most of my time.The openness
of people, acceptance of other cultures,
helpfulness and supportive atmosphere,
creative and free space for anything new
that arises, the architecture, the nature, the
humour, the freedom from the negative
side of my own cultural burden and habits.

As a teacher, could you
give any advice to
people who study / or
who would like to learn
your instrument?

MC: Who am I to give advice if I am on the
path of learning myself?Music is a special
gift, which we must humbly appreciate. It
provides a shelter in which each and every
one of us can find our own inner world.
Whatever the music student does, she/he
must get to know their own inner world. By
every practise session, every lesson, every
concert, this world is becoming clearer and
clearer within every learner and musician.
In those moments when her/his own
personal inner world shines through their
playing, it touches the hearts of the listeners
– the goal of music is achieved in these
magical moments! These are the moments
why we play music and why we listen to
music.Discover your inner world, be brave
to share it – aim to touch the hearts through
your playing! This is my advice.

Musical Plans
I would definitely love to keep in touch with
people of all generations and all levels of musical
ability through the musical path I am walking on
day by day. I am dreaming of reaching out to
many more people, expanding my circles in all
directions of my musical activities and include
everyone in the wonderful world of music! I firmly
believe that music belongs to everyone and that
everyone at every stage of their lives should
experience the depth and taste of it.I would like
to continue performing with leading bands and
bring all inspiration from performing into my
teaching and workshop leading. Possibly some
new courses, new teaching materials, new
recordings and resources are going to be
produced by my work soon – I have some ideas
on my shelves!I would love to raise attention to
the lack of high quality, live musical experiences
for the early years by creating campaigns
regarding this matter. I hope it can go far and
lead to more and more professional musicians to
put more focus on this age group. It would be
hugely beneficial for the children and their
parents.Becoming a music therapist is my secret
goal, which I usually don’t mention a lot, but it
has been at the back of my mind for a long time
now. I would be extremely grateful if I got this gift
from life, to be able to share music with those
who are in deep need of it.In general, my goal is
to never ever stop learning from students, all
peopleI work with, and also through further
courses and training. Music is teaching all of us
and shaping our being – my goal is to stay open
to it and go where it wants to take me… even if it
can be quite a journey sometimes!

Could you share with us
any free thoughts, which
you think could be an
interesting addition to
this interview?
MC: I believe in the unstoppable power of music,
which breaks through all timely and pointless
worries, fears and frustrations that people are
dealing with in their lives. It takes everyone into a
true and pure realm, in which we can all
experience who we really are, in the depth of our
being. There isn’t a more important task for a
human being than to experience this wonderful
realm, to get deeper into it day by day – music is
an ultimate guide on this journey.Music be with
you always!

The Masters Music School
wishes you all a

Restful
Easter
Break!
We are looking forward to the summer term
and implemeting all the new exciting tools, as
well as launching the new online courses!
Please let us know if we can help you with
online lessons and we hope to meet you soon!
Stay well, keep practicing and stay in touch!

